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Key Book Benefits:
- Comprehensive study guide written by exam-certified authors - Deeper, more focused coverage of exam objectives and sub-objectives-plus instructive case studies and troubleshooting scenarios to enhance your performance on the job - 425 practice questions on CD - Test engine that enables customized testing, pre-assessment and post-assessment, and automated scoring and feedback - Complete objective-by-objective review section, plus a tear-out exam-mapping grid - Exam tips based on real-world test experience - 180-day evaluation version of SQL Server 2005 Enterprise Edition - 15 percent exam discount voucher from a leading authorized testing center (limited time offer) - Microsoft Encyclopedia of Networking, Second Edition, eBook - Practice files on CD - Entire study guide in searchable eBook format 

       About the Author


 Orin Thomas is a writer, an editor, and a systems administrator. He works for CertTutor.net, an online resource for certification candidates. He is MCSE, CCNA, CCDA, and Linux+ certified. Orin writes regularly for Windows® IT Pro magazine and has coauthored several Microsoft Press books. 
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Coding Freedom: The Ethics and Aesthetics of HackingPrinceton Press, 2012

	Who are computer hackers? What is free software? And what does the emergence of a community dedicated to the production of free and open source software--and to hacking as a technical, aesthetic, and moral project--reveal about the values of contemporary liberalism? Exploring the rise and political significance of the free and open source...
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The Clinical Practice of Complementary, Alternative, and Western MedicineCRC Press, 2000

	"Western Medicine", "Alternative Medicine", "Complementary Medicine", "Holistic Medicine", and "Natural Medicine." There is really only one "medicine" that heals and puts the whole patient, not the disease, at the center of care: Integrated Medicine. This practice integrates all...
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Joomla! 1.5: A User's Guide: Building a Successful Joomla! Powered Website (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2009

	The Best Easy-to-Use Guide to Joomla!TM--The World’s #1 Open Source Content Management System


	If you want to build sophisticated websites that can be easily edited and updated, you need to master Joomla. Now there’s an easy-to-read, easy-to-use guide to Joomla! for every site...
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The Pain Survival Guide: How to Reclaim Your Life (APA Lifetools)American Psychological Association, 2005

	If you suffer from chronic pain, this proven 10-step program brings hope and relief, showing you how gradual changes in specific behaviors can lead to great improvements in your ability to cope. Psychologists Turk and Winters' recommendations are based on solid research that shows what works and on their success with thousands of...
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Debian GNU/Linux BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
If Debian GNU/Linux can do it, you can do it too … Whether you're a Linux newcomer looking for foolproof installation tips or a Debian GNU/ veteran who wants the scoop on the latest security enhancements, this authoritative guide delivers all the information you need to make the most of the Debian GNU/ "potato" release. From...
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Special Edition Using WordPerfect Office X3Que, 2006
Special Edition Using WordPerfect Office X3 is crammed full of tips, tricks, and practical examples that you won't find anywhere else! Covering all of the applications within WordPerfect Office Standard including WordPerfect, Quattro Pro, and Presentations, this is an all-inclusive reference for every...
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